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Summer Downunder 

As the weather in your part of the world turns grey, drizzly and cold it is no bad thing to turn your 

attention to the sunshine and summer of the Antipodes. 

Veterans cricket in Australia allows cricketers over forty years of age the opportunity to still turn out 

on a fortnightly basis and run around a cricket ground with other aging bodies in a competitive but 

friendly environment.  It is designed with a socialist philosophy in mind of not having one or two 

dominate the stage as there is a forced retirement at 40 runs and the 35 overs bowled per innings 

require at least seven trundlers as there is a five over limit per bowler.  It can occasionally prove a 

hard task to find a seventh or even eighth or indeed ninth bowler. 

My club Holy Trinity comprises a squad who are mostly well over fifty and when you come up 

against a team who are all in their early forties the mismatch can kill off a competitive game quickly.  

As such last year, my first as skipper, we went through the season winless and were more often than 

not completely outclassed.  Never mind the winter bought hope and we managed to rope in a 

couple of youthful forty somethings to bolster our squad.  Probably more importantly, we also 

dropped down a division. 

We started on a roll winning our first four matches before coming up against a very strong team who 

are certain to finish top.  The top two teams play off in a final at the season’s end and in the lead up 

to our most recent game were still well in contention to grab second place as we were equal on 

points with the third side who we played on Sunday.  We also met them in the first round and pulled 

a rabbit out of the hat by picking up their last four wickets for three runs and scraping home by a 

mere two runs.   

We were expecting a similarly competitive encounter in what was effectively what the IPL call an 

“Eliminator”.  Playing away from home we had to make our way to the barren wastelands at the end 

of Melbourne’s suburban sprawl.  Lalor seems a suburb almost half way to Sydney and being near 

the main highway it seems they make everything big out there.  Big shopping malls, big houses, big 

chain stores, big people and of course big sports grounds.  The Warriors home ground was built for 

Australian Rules Football and was consequently as big as the playing area of the MCG.  The lush grass 

hadn’t been cut for awhile either, so it looked a difficult ground to hit boundaries. 

So, it came to pass too, as we won the toss and batted and the Trinners top order spent their time 

playing great shots but having to be running lots of twos and threes.  At the innings break we were 

happy that with 185 on the board we’d set a decent total.  On a smaller ground 200 is about par so 

we thought it a total capable of defending and it looked that way for most of the afternoon as the 

Holy Trinity opening bowlers kept scoring to a minimum.  With 25 overs bowled the Lalor Warriors 

had just passed 100 so needed to go at eight an over for the last ten.  We’d just picked up a 

fortunate run out and removed their obdurate opener stumped off a wide so felt momentum and 

the rub of the green was with us. 

But I’d mentioned earlier that they build everything big in Lalor and the two new batsmen at the 

crease were of gigantic proportions.  Big frames, big shoulders and their arms were like billiard table 

legs.  They were frighteningly huge.  I understand now why they’re called the Warriors with these 

two Viking types marauding around the crease.  After a few balls getting their eye in they launched a 

savage assault on our spinners, most of the carnage to cow corner and deep backward square and to 

make it worse they were a right- and left-handed combination.  We were powerless to stop it and 

even one of our opening bowlers who’d been held back came in for some treatment.   



In the first sixty overs of the match there was probably a grand total of ten boundaries hit.  Yet in 

just six overs these two beasts would’ve hit a dozen boundaries and four or five sixes.   They passed 

our score easily in the end with three and a half overs to spare and we were left to rue what might 

have been.  We were probably about 30 runs short and could’ve done with at least two or three 

additional change bowlers but in the end analysis we were simply undone by the brutality of our 

opponents.  There is always next year I suppose although we do have one last remaining fixture this 

year to finish on a high. 

Also, over this Australian summer we were graced with the presence of George Dean, who dropped 

by for a diet of even more cricket after having spent the previous few months watching England play 

a Test and One Day series in the beautiful island of Sri Lanka.  He unfortunately had to miss the 

Boxing Day Test to return to England for something called work but still managed to squeeze in the 

Adelaide Test and a Big Bash game.  I also tried to get him a match in one of my club senior sides but 

with his travel the stars just didn’t align. 

He was a pleasure to have as a guest though, barely noticing his presence as he came and went 

regularly while taking in plenty of Melbourne and surrounds sights and culture.  We’ve even named 

the back part of the house where he was staying, “The George”, which has a more regal ring than 

the back room.   My wife Nicola referred to him as Human George to differentiate him from our cat 

George who she regularly yells at so as not to frighten our overseas guest.   He also demonstrated 

he's a dab hand in the kitchen whipping us up a splendid Beef Wellington on the fly one night.  But 

generally he kept a low profile, out and about, making the most of his time in Melbourne and with 

other friends who were co-incidentally in town. 

The only regular interactions we had was most nights he was there, late into the evening after my 

wife had headed to bed George and I would sit up on my back verandah drinking beers and wine and 

talking all things cricket.  These sessions were occasionally known to go quite late and certainly there 

were a few mornings at work where I was a little worse for wear.   

From a Philanderers CC viewpoint though, you’ll all be very pleased to know that I believe I’ve 

convinced George to continue working on the art of leg spin bowling but not as yet talked him into 

moving to a gloveman role behind the stumps should the bowling go horribly wrong. 

I look forward to seeing you all in June for the tour to France and hopefully a few more fixtures. 
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